COMMITTES

FINANCES

- Study and work out the best way of making payment by the organisation as a way of motivating the organisation to pay fees/subscriptions and dues on time.
- The Committee will prepare list of organisations which can support / fund WUCWO general activities together with projects of the member organisations, identify the best way to approach the organisations.
- The Committee propose a small fee to be charged to organisations or groups coming to sell their products during WUCWO conferences or General Assembly in form of registration fees. The rate to be decided later.
- Promote and sell WUCWO materials – (Scarf, pins, etc.) in all WUCWO gathering.
- Encourage member organisations to bring gifts which will be auctioned during our meetings – GA and Regional conference and the proceeds to be allocated to WUCWO general activities.
- Introduce a late payment penalty on dues and subscriptions (if it is voted first by the Board).
- Together with the communication committee promote Women’s Voice magazine to increase subscriptions.
- Together with communication committee create more awareness on WUCWO activities to encourage members to support WUCWO in forms of donation and payment of monthly subscriptions.

STATUTES & BYLAWS

- Revise the translation of the job descriptions in the 3 languages
- Review whether the job description document complies with the statutes and bylaws
- Electronic vote on urgent Board matters: establish procedure (Bylaws III, G, 6)
- See if an article needs to be added. They can be sent to the Secretariat and to the members of the Committee
COMMUNICATION, INFORMATION AND PUBLICATION (CIP)

- Improve our presence on social networks
- Newsletter: urge each organisation to constantly and responsibly send its information and photos to the WUCWO Secretariat
- Facebook: we have two Facebook accounts. It is recommended to have only one
- Whatsapp groups for the Executive Committee and for each committee (according to the decision of the members)
- Women’s voice: we must continue with a professional designer
- Brochure: WUCWO presentation brochure. Institutional video presentation

INTERNATIONAL

UNESCO

- Continue to work with the CCIC and its President to establish links with the liaison committee
- Work in new working group for communication in partnership with the liaison committee
- Continue to work directly with the liaison committee and try to work also directly with UNESCO

FAO

- Helping prepare the Synod for the Amazon
- The notes by the International Representative will be given to the Permanent Observer as a WUCWO contribution to the Synod for the Amazon
- WUCWO will ask our member to pray for the indigenous people and for the success of the Synod

COUNCIL OF EUROPE

- Continue to report and give alerts on social problems like violence against women, the rights of children, problem of surrogacy
- Try to raise consciousness that surrogacy is a form of modern-day slavery
- The 30th Anniversary of the Convention on the Rights of Children allows us the opportunity to declare that each child has a right to their own identity without the mother being paid for them to be born
HUMAN RIGHTS COUNCIL - Geneva

- Try to organise a parallel event with the NGOs of the FWG for the 30th Anniversary of the Convention on the Rights of Children with other Catholic-inspired NGOs to indicate what the Church has done for this and what can be done in the future

ECOSOC - New York

- Establish collaboration lunches with other NGOs in alignment with WUCWO’s ideals to make a NY forum for Catholic-inspired NGOs.
- Meet with Grail organisation in NY
- Possibly attend the General Assembly in December in Rome of International Catholic-inspired NGOs.

RELATED TO ALL INTERNATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES

- Field representatives to international bodies providing advocacy of our Catholic values at these international bodies + awareness of what is happening at those bodies through reports from our International Representatives